
XCS eiConsole for ACORD
Property and Casualty

The XCS eiConsole for ACORD is an integrated development environment 
for the creation, deployment, management and maintenance of interfaces. 

Streamline the development of integration solutions with a structured
"assembly line" for the rapid, reliable and robust development of 
end-to-end interfaces, and leverage our extensive library of configurable 
connectivity, transformation and data manipulation components to 
interface with virtually any system, any data format — anywhere.
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The XCS eiConsole for ACORD has been designed 
specifically to support the unique requirements of the 
insurance industry and has features and functions not
available in any other integration tools. Among them:

• On-line tutorials with step-by-step instructions for 
building and testing a sample ACORD XML interface.

• Templates for all ACORD transactions, saving 
thousands of hours that would be spent reviewing 
implementation guides and custom defining 
transactions.

• The same, powerful validation engine used by 
ACORD’s Testing and Certification facility. This 
component enables validation against not only the 
ACORD schema, but against implementation or 
transaction-specific business rules.

Easily configure your interfaces end-to-end using the XCS eiConsole’s 
intuitive “assembly line“ approach.

• A library of XML binding components for converting 
between XML and most other data representations, 
including COBOL copybooks, flat files, spreadsheets 
and delimited formats. Insurance-specific formats such 
as ACORD, EDI and AL3 enjoy explicit support.

• An intuitive graphical Data Mapper that provides a 
"point, click, drag, and drop" means for mapping and 
transforming data between any two logical formats. 
ACORD-specific features offer unsurpassed productivity 
when mapping to or from ACORD XML (more on the
XCS Data Mapper component inside).

• Support for the ACORD Web Services Profile (AWSP)
and related web services security standards (W3C WSS), 
including XML Digital Signatures.

• Built in support for P&C Codelists.

ACORD-Specific Functionality Not Available in Any Other Product

FREE 
License* for ACORD 

Members
($10,000 Value)

• One free license per ACORD member company. Details at: http://www.acord.org/standards/implementation/pages/tools.aspx



XCS Interface File Manager 
Are there multiple people at your organization working on interfaces? 
Are you worried about employee turnover? No problem. The Interface
File Manager provides a single location from which to manage all of a 
company’s ACORD or other interfaces. Since interfaces are implemented
consistently, regardless of data format or connectivity protocol, anyone
can step in at any time and maintain existing interfaces or configure
new ones with no time lost.

XCS Validation
Are you tired of dealing with dirty data crashing your backend system?
Are you spending too much time verifying XML feeds from partners?
Streamline your process! This component allows you to codify all of the
conditions that a message must meet to ensure that it can be success-
fully processed by the backend system(s). While most validation relies
on XML schema alone, the XCS Validation Editor allows the developer
to define arbitrarily complex business rules. This is critically important
in ACORD implementations, where the requirements for a given XML 
element change based on the transaction type or element context.

XCS File Specification (Spec) Editor 
Do you have legacy systems and have to develop rigid, archaic code to
allow them to handle XML? Or, do you have endless pre-processing and
post-processing steps to compensate for their inabilities? The XCS File
Spec Editor allows your legacy systems to deal with data in the fixed or
delimited formats with which they are most familiar. It will also handle
all of the conversions to or from an XML format, and can import file 
definitions from COBOL copybooks or spreadsheet-based specifications,
as well as from EDI or AL3 documentation. Definitions can also be
graphically configured and validated 
in the File Spec Editor. 

XCS Data Mapper
Are your developers spending count-
less hours mapping to ACORD? Give
them the tool that was built specifi-
cally to support the ACORD standard.
The XCS Data Mapper can consume
and display not only the unaltered
ACORD Schema file, but also the
Metadata file. This provides the user
with the ability to navigate and map
the full ACORD XML standard, with 
inline access to the latest ACORD field
definitions and code lists. 

The Data Mapper offers a unique 3-
pane interface. First, load your source
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format on the left-hand side, and your target format on the right. Then,
drag-and-drop the two together to develop your data transformation in
the middle panel. Above the mapping panel sits a palette of transforma-
tion components that may be dragged onto the mapping to include 
looping and conditional logic, the mapping of tabular values, custom 
call-outs or any number of other data manipulations.

As the mapping is graphically manipulated, W3C-compliant XSLT is 
created in real-time. The developer can switch between editing the graph-
ical transformation tree and the syntax-highlighted XSLT view at any
time. This combines the convenience of drag-and-drop with the power of
a full-fledged, computationally complete programming language. Other
features include:

• The ability to import both ACORD XSD and ACORD Metadata - 
eliminating the need to search external sources for documentation 
necessary for the data mapping process.

• Searchable documentation for any version of the ACORD schema,
including new releases.

• "Drag  & drop" mapping of typecodes (Life & Annuity), and 
codelists (Property & Casualty).

• "Point & click" support for role-based relations.

• Simplified management of repeating elements, such as "Party", which 
have different meanings in different contexts.

• "Point & click" support for ACORD TXLife and PCS extension 
mechanisms.

Schema Management
Are you dreading new ACORD Schema releases? Now you can easily 
upgrade from one release of the ACORD standard to another with just a
few mouse-clicks. The Data Mapper
component within the XCS eiConsole
for ACORD facilitates performing all
the tasks associated with ACORD
XSD/Schema Management. A simple
dialog window allows you to specify
the location of the ACORD XSD and
Metadata. Once you click "Read For-
mat", within seconds the schema is
loaded into the Source or Target tree.
Right-clicking on a given type node
provides the ability to add XML ele-
ments or XML attributes to the
model. Dialog boxes, with just a few
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steps, allow you to easily add Target Attributes, Target
Fields, Target Elements and Slice the format. The
XSD/schema management facility can also be used to
document or annotate the schema.

Schema Extensions
Are you feeling the pain of migrating between different
versions of the ACORD schema?With our tools, when
schema extensions are saved, a record of changes to the
XSD is maintained. This allows the changes to be "re-
played" and re-applied to the upgraded schema version.
New ACORD extensions (or any other) can be automati-
cally added to the latest version of a standard so long as
the version maintains the basic XML structure of the pre-
vious version. 

Schema Slicing
Do you find the full ACORD schema unwieldy? Not only
are such large and comprehensive schemas challenging
to navigate, but they can cause automated processes -
such as those consuming WSDL files, code generators 
or XML Binding utilities - to fail. A common solution to
this problem is to create sub-schemas for ACORD or to
perform schema slicing from the larger base definition.
The XCS eiConsole allows the user, in a few clicks, to
create a subschema from a sample XML document,
XSLT mapping or customized view.

Connectivity Configuration
Are you receiving and transmitting data over many dif-
ferent protocols? Are you forced to support many tools
to compensate for the varying connectivity capabilities
of your systems? The XCS eiConsole includes a library of
easy-to-configure adapters to mediate between any two
protocols. With our Listener and Transport components,
you can connect to any Source or Target system.
Whether you are exposing a real-time web service or ini-
tiating a scheduled batch process, you’re covered. When
sending data to a target system, the same rule applies.
Large asynchronous transfers and high volume synchro-
nous service calls are managed with ease. In the rare
case where our library of components is not enough, the
list of supported protocols is readily extended by a 
robust, yet simple Java API.

Integration Testing
Are you bogged down with all the endless emails and
calls related to your testing? The eiConsole allows you to
perform inline end-to-end integration testing of devel-
oped interfaces prior to deployment with detailed error
messages of any failed stages for easy analysis within
the XCS eiConsole. You can actually connect to remote
systems directly from the XCS eiConsole to test the all
connections, as well.

Download your free license* at www.acord.org then IMPLEMENTATION > THIRD PARTY TOOLS or your free trial at our web site.


